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1. Overview of Appendix
• Sec. 2: Additional analysis of the OmniLabel dataset
• Sec. 3: Additional information on data collection
• Sec. 4: Code and mini-dataset
• Sec. 5: Visualizations of the OmniLabel dataset

2. Additional dataset analysis
We further analyze the object descriptions we collected

for the OmniLabel benchmark in the following paragraphs.
Part-Of-Speech (POS) tags: In Sec. 5.2 of the main pa-
per, we analyze object descriptions by their POS tagging.
To get POS tags, we use the spacy toolbox [2], which cat-
egorizes each word into one of 17 UPOS tags [1], out of
which we selected the 6 most relevant tags for Fig. 5 of the
main paper:
• ADJ: adjective
• ADP: adposition
• DET: determiner
• NOUN: noun
• PROPN: proper noun
• VERB: verb
Fig. 1 shows word clouds for the tags NOUN, VERB and
ADJ, collected from a random subset of 5K object descrip-
tions.
Types of language understanding: To further analyze
the our object descriptions, we manually tagged a random
subset of 500 descriptions with what type of language un-
derstanding they require:
• “categories”: The description contains one or more ob-

ject category names
• “spatial relations”: Example: “left to”, “behind”
• “attributes”: Attribute of objects, e.g., color or material
• “(external) knowledge or reasoning”: Knowledge be-

yond the image content
• “functional relations”: Describing objects by their func-

tionality, e.g.: “edible item” or “areas to sit on”

• “actions”: Any action an object can perform, “person
jumping”, “parked car”

• “numeracy”: Descriptions that require reasoning about
numbers, like counting or understanding the time

Fig. 2 shows the results of our manual tagging efforts as
the percentage of description that were tagged with one of
the above types. Note that one description can be tagged
with multiple categories. For example, the description “A
black cat jumping onto the chair on the left” would get tags
for “attribute” (black), “categories” (cat, chair), “action”
(jumping), and “spatial relations” (on the left).

We can see from Fig. 2 that more than 80% of object de-
scription include some category name, which is expected.
Note that the number of unique nouns is not limited to a
fixed label space. In fact, the validation set of OmniLabel
has 4.6K unique nouns, a lot more than existing bench-
marks, see Table 1 of the main paper. Besides category
names, close to 40% of object descriptions require an under-
standing of attributes, spatial relations, and external knowl-
edge or reasoning for correct localization of objects. And
finally, understanding of functional capabilities, actions and
numeracy is needed for 5-10% of the descriptions. In Sec. 5,
we provide visual examples for each of the above groups.
Distribution of number of boxes per description: One
aspect that differentiates our OmniLabel dataset from prior
benchmarks is the number of instances (bounding boxes)
that are referred to by one object description. As we can see
in Fig. 3, for both RefCOCO/g/+ [5, 9] and Flickr30k [6]
all descriptions refer to exactly one instance in the image.
PhraseCut [8] and OmniLabel allow multiple instances per
description, while OmniLabel shows a lower bias towards
referring to one instance.

3. Additional information on data collection
Sec. 4 of the main paper describes our data collec-

tion process. One aspect of this process is that we start
from object detection datasets with existing annotations of
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Figure 1: Word clouds of nouns (a), verbs (b) and adjectives
(c) collected from a subset of 5K object descriptions.

bounding boxes and corresponding semantic categories. On
COCO [4], semantic annotations contain a category name
along with a grouping into super-categories. For Objects-
365 [7] and OpenImages [3], we manually grouped cate-
gories into super-categories.

We leverage this semantic annotation when selecting
images for annotation with free-form object descriptions.
Specifically, we sample pairs of images and (super-) cate-
gories for annotation that fulfill some constraints (enough
instances available, see Sec. 4 of the main paper). Fig. 4
shows the distribution of object descriptions over their ori-
gin:

• Plain: Original categories of the underlying dataset
• FF-Class: Free-form descriptions based on categories
• FF-SuperClass: Free-form descriptions based on super-

categories

The intuition behind sampling based on different types of
categories is to collect object descriptions that go beyond

Figure 2: We manually tagged a random subset of 500 ob-
ject descriptions with the types of language understanding
needed to localize the referred instances correctly. The plot
shows the percentage of object descriptions tagged for each
type. Each description can be tagged with multiple types.

Figure 3: Distribution of object descriptions referring to dif-
ferent number of instances in the image.

using the original category names along with additional
context to specify subsets of object instances. And indeed,
we found that 45.3% of the “FF-Class” descriptions use the
underlying category name, while only 10.8% of the “FF-
SuperClass” descriptions use the super-category name and
only 5.3% of the “FF-SuperClass” descriptions use any of
the subclass names.

Collection of negative object descriptions A major
claim in our paper is the existence of negative descriptions.
These are object descriptions that are semantically related
to an image, but do not refer to any object. For any given
image, we collect such negative descriptions by first ran-



Figure 4: Pie chart showing the distribution of object de-
scriptions grouped into plain categories and free-form de-
scriptions collected based on standard categories (FF-Class)
and super-categories (FF-SuperClass).

Figure 5: Distribution of images with different number of
negative descriptions. The title of each sub-plot indicates
the subset of images that were inspected. Images from
COCO have a significantly different distribution to Objects-
365 and OpenImages-v5 due to our annotation schedule, see
text.

domly sampling collected positive descriptions from other
images that contain the same (super-) category. Then, the
randomly selected descriptions are manually verified by hu-
man annotators to not refer to any object in the image. The
semantic relation to the image we obtain from the sampling
process makes these negative descriptions difficult distrac-
tors. Figs. 15 and 16 in Sec. 5 show several examples.

Finally, Fig. 5 shows a distribution of the number of
negatives per image, for all images of the dataset as well

as for the set of images coming from the three datasets
we used for annotation, COCO [4], Objects-365 [7], and
OpenImages-v5 [3]. The figure shows a significantly differ-
ent distribution for COCO compared to the other datasets.
The absolute numbers of negatives are different given the
number of images per dataset, see title of sub-plots. Still,
there are two reasons for this stark difference and both re-
late to our annotation process. First, we collected negative
descriptions only for 50% of the images in Objects-365 and
OpenImages-v51. Second, we found that the verification
rate of negative descriptions (see Sec. 4 of the main pa-
per) is clearly higher for COCO (around 45%) compared
to Objects-365 (around 25%) and OpenImages-v5 (around
16%). We suspect the number of underlying object cate-
gories to cause this difference in the verification rates, but
this aspect needs further investigation.

Nevertheless, the total number of negative descriptions
in OmniLabel is currently around 10K, sufficient to make a
clearly noticeable impact in the evaluation of models. This
can be seen from our evaluation in Table 3 of the main pa-
per, specifically when looking at the difference between AP-
descr and AP-descr-pos. The difference between these met-
rics is that AP-descr-pos does not evaluate on negative de-
scriptions. Given that we observe significantly higher num-
bers for AP-descr-pos, particularly for COCO images, we
can safely conclude that negative descriptions pose a signif-
icant challenge to current language-based models.
Annotation interface: We provide screenshots of the an-
notation interface for the three tasks we rely on human an-
notators, see also Fig. 4 in the main paper:
(a) “collect object descriptions” (Fig. 7)
(b) “Verification of descriptions” (Fig. 8)
(c) “Collection of negative descriptions” (Fig. 9).

4. Code and Dataset
Along with the dataset, we built a Python-based

toolkit to visualize samples from the dataset and to
evaluate prediction results. The toolbox is publicly
released at https://github.com/samschulter/
omnilabeltools and includes a Jupyter notebook
omnilabel demo.ipynb demonstrating the use of the
library. The last cell in the notebook runs the evaluation
with dummy predictions. The final metric, as described in
Sec. 3.2 of the main paper, is the harmonic mean between
AP for plain and freeform-text object descriptions. Fig. 6
illustrates the impact of using the harmonic mean over the
arithmetic mean.

5. Examples of Dataset Samples
Finally, we visualize some examples of our datasets.

First, Figs. 10 to 14 showcase interesting positive examples
1This might change in the future when we collect more data
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Figure 6: Difference between (a) arithmetic and (b) har-
monic mean when averaging two values. The preferred
choice in our metric to average AP of plain and freeform-
text object descriptions is the harmonic mean, because it
encourages good performance on both types of object de-
scriptions. This is apparent from the low values in both the
upper left and lower right corners in (b).

that highlight the different types of required language un-
derstanding as described above in Sec. 2. Second, Figs. 15
and 16 show difficult negative object descriptions that are
related to the image content but do not actually refer to any
object. These negative descriptions pose a significant chal-
lenge to current language-based detection models. See the
corresponding captions for more details.
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Figure 7: Two examples of our annotation interface to collect object descriptions. Annotators pick a subset of the bounding
boxes by clicking the corresponding checkboxes and write a freeform text description. Note that the selection has some
constraints, as described in Sec. 4 of the main paper.
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Figure 8: Two examples of our annotation interface to verify collected object descriptions. Annotators are given the image
and and a description and need to pick the matching bounding boxes by clicking the corresponding checkboxes.
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Figure 9: Two examples of our annotation interface to verify negative object descriptions. Annotators are given an image and
and a description and are asked if the object refers to any object in the image or not.
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Figure 10: Examples of positive object descriptions requiring different types of language understanding (we only highlight
a subset): categories (“adults”, “benches”, “woman”, “skirts”, “people”, “surfboard”) and actions (“sitting”, “wearing”,
“holding”).
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Figure 11: Examples of positive object descriptions requiring different types of language understanding (we only highlight
a subset): spatial (“second to bottom”, “closer to”, “right side”) and functional relations (“to drink from”).
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Figure 12: Examples of positive object descriptions requiring different types of language understanding (we only highlight
a subset): attributes (“white”, “dark in color”, “green”) and numeracy (“one thirty-two”).
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Figure 13: Examples of positive object descriptions requiring different types of language understanding (we only highlight
a subset): numeracy (“six dots”) and external knowledge or reasoning (“devices with screens”, “meant to run on the ground”,
“mario character”).
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Figure 14: Examples of positive object descriptions requiring different types of language understanding (we only highlight
a subset): external knowledge or reasoning (“container with alcohol”, “Coke logo”, “HSBC sign”, “numbered buttons”).
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Figure 15: Examples of difficult negative object descriptions, which are listed below the respective images. Note that for
positive descriptions, we only show the freeform-text descriptions and omit the plain categories to avoid cuttered visualiza-
tions in the image.
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Figure 16: Examples of difficult negative object descriptions, which are listed below the respective images. Note that for
positive descriptions, we only show the freeform-text descriptions and omit the plain categories to avoid cuttered visualiza-
tions in the image.


